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Abstract
During the movement of the sun from east to west, the solar
irradiation varied time-to-time and respectively voltage varied
from the Solar cell. This paper presents the variation of voltage
and current during the variation in direction of reflector
associated with Bifacial Solar Cell under a fast change of
irradiation level. Moreover, the paper considers variation in
solar cell angle and measuring respective voltage and current
for maximum power point (MPP). The Matlab simulation is
conceded with hardware-based variation in the cell angle.
Finally, the variations of simulation-based and hardware-based
are shown in the paper.
Keywords: Solar Cell, MOSFET model, Renewable Sources,
Bifacial Cell.
Introduction
The solar energy is one source of energy which is renewable in
nature on the earth. Photovoltaic (abbreviated as PV) is a
simple and important method for analyzing the sun's energy.
PV devices (solar cells) are unique devices that they directly
convert the incident solar radiation into electricity. Efficiency
of photovoltaic solar cells is useful in measurement of
renewable green power, conservation of energy and an
increasing demand of electricity [5, 9].
The electrical system which is set up by solar arrays requires
specially designed system due to varying nature of solar power
generated from unpredictable and sudden changes in weather
conditions which can change the irradiation level of solar as
well as operating temperature of the cell [1]. Because of the
changes in the solar radiation energy and the cell operating

temperature, the current – voltage and power – voltage
characteristics of a solar panel change and not constant for all
times. Therefore, it must be take care of while designing
process of PV arrays [6], a simulation must be performed for
system analysis and settings of various parameters. The V-I
output characteristics of a PV panel shows peak power points
with the change of solar irradiation level and cell operating
temperature [7, 8].
PV Array Modelling
PV arrays can be designed by combining the series parallel
combinations of PV solar cells to represent this arrangement,
one simplified equivalent model can be represented as shown in
Fig.1.

Figure 1: Simplified PV Cell
The output voltage of PV cell is a function of the photocurrent
that can be analyzed by load current depending on the solar
irradiation level during the process.
(1)
Where
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e: electron charge(1.602x
k: Boltzman constant( 1.38 x

C
J/oK).

Ic: cell output current.
Iph: photo cell current, function of irradiation level and
Junction temp. (5A).
Io: reverse saturation current of diode (0.0002 A).
Rs: series resistance of cell (0.001Ω).
Tc: reference cell operating temperature (20o C).
Vc: cell output voltage, V
Note that both k and Tc should have carried same temperature
unit i.e. either Kelvin or Celsius. The curve fitting factor A is
used to adjust the I- V characteristics of the cell which is
obtained from Eq. (1) gives the voltage of a single cell which is
then multiplied by the number of solar cells connected in series
to calculate the full array voltage. Since the array current is
flowing through the cells in parallel branches and the cell
current Ic is obtained by dividing the array current by their
number of parallel connected cells which is used in Eq. (1), that
is only valid for a certain cell operating temperature (Tc) with
its corresponding solar irradiation levels change the voltage and
current outputs of the PV array will follow this change. So that,
it is must to include the effects of changes in temperature and
solar irradiation levels in the final PV array model. Let us
consider this model is standard for the known operating
temperature Tc and known solar irradiation level. It is fact that
when the ambient temperature and solar irradiation levels
change, the cell operating temperature also changes which
results in a new output voltage and new photocurrent value.
Therefore solar cell operating temperature will change as the
function of solar irradiation level and ambient temperature. The
cell output voltage and cell photocurrent is affected by varying
ambient temperature. These effects can be reflected in model
by the temperature coefficient CNV and CNI for the cell output
voltage and cell photocurrent, respectively, as
(2)

Where

(

(3)

,

and Ta= 20oC is the ambient

temperature during for the cell testing. This model can be used
to find modified model for another ambient temperature Tx. It is
also observed that if ambient temperature does not change
during the day time, the solar irradiation level will change as it
depends on amount of sunlight and clouds. Solar cell operating
temperature and cell photocurrent changes depending on the
changes in solar irradiation level which affects the cell output
voltage. If the solar irradiation level increases from Sx1 to Sx2,

the cell operating temperature and cell photocurrent will also
increase from Tx1 to Tx2 and from Iph1 to Iph2, respectively.
Therefore the change in operating temperature and in
photocurrent because of the changes in the solar irradiation can
be expressed with two constants Csv ad CSI respectively. Here,
Csv is the correction factor for the change in cell output voltage
Vc and CSI is the correction factor for change in photocurrent Iph
respectively.
(4)
(5)

Where
Sc is the standard or benchmark reference solar irradiation
level during the cell testing to obtain the modified cell model.
Scx is the new level of solar irradiation.
When solar irradiation level changes, then change in
temperature
can be obtained by expression
(6)
Where the constant

represents the slope of the change in the

cell operating temperature due to a change in solar irradiation
level and is equal to 0.2 for the solar cells used. The new values
of the cell output voltage and Vcx and photocurrent Iphx can be
find out for the new temperature Tx and solar irradiation Sx by
using correction factors CNV, CNI, CSV, CSI are as follows
(7)
(8)
Where
Vc and Iph are the standard reference cell output voltage and
photocurrent, respectively.
Modelling of PV System
Fig.2. represents the Graphical User Interface (GUI)
environment of Simulink in which load models and filters has
been used. In such type system a voltage regulator is used to
regulate the voltage. The block called PVA model contains sub
models which are connected to make the final model. For
maintaining a stable voltage, two capacitors are connected
before the load. To prevent the reverse current flow, a diode is
to be connected in series through the load. To get the desired
voltage output, PVA consists of 8 PV cells and all PV cells are
connected in series. As the load power [3] requirement, the
number of parallel branches can be increased. The two
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important variable gains which represent the effect of the
temperature and solar irradiation levels can be changed by
dragging the slider gain adjustments which can be named as
variable temperature and variable solar irradiation. In this
model, system is designed [4] to supply power to ac type load
which is fed through a 3- phase inverter [2]. The block in which
the effect of changing temperature and solar irradiation level
are designed is called “Effect of Temperature and Solar

Irradiation”. This block represents the equations as the
modification in equations (7) and (8) are as follows.
(9)
(10)
Experimentally the use of our mirror arrangement placed at
different angles [10], the efficiency of the solar panel is
increased as compared to the efficiency of the solar panel
without the mirror arrangement.

Figure 2: Simulation Model of Solar Panel
Result and Discussion
The proposed model of PVA simulation is shown in Fig.2. The
variable input voltage can be stabilizing by regulator, so that a
constant supply is passing to the capacitors which are
connected in parallel. This regulated system supplies power to
the load through the inverter. The loads are chosen such that it

can be matched by power generated by the PVA. There is no
need of any controller in this type of system. This is important
to control the voltage and frequency at ac load bus so that a
constant voltage can be supply to the users. By changing the
converter’s duty cycle, the input voltage which is solar panel’s
voltage varies accordingly.

Figure 3: Performance of Solar Panel
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The simulation result of PVA during the process is shown in the
Fig.3. Due to the effect of the switching and there are some
oscillations in the voltage, which is the input voltage of the
inverter. As the output ac voltage of the inverter is applied to the
load, the effects or change in voltage can be seen in the Fig.3.
Where the three phase line to line voltages have sinusoidal wave
shapes including some harmonics. Since the voltage of the PVA
is equal to the open circuit voltage at stand still, the currentvoltage (I-V) characteristics start at open circuit voltage with
current equal to zero. As the process starts and the load begin to
draw current from PV array, the voltage and current start moving
toward the operating values.
On the basis of experimental result I-V characteristic is to be
taken by changing the angle position of the reflector [11] and
the result is to be shown in the Fig. 4 - 6. The complete

arrangement is supposed to be placed at an angle facing the
sun, and this can be realized by the use of solar tracker in
practical situations [12].
The foil paper is also used in the module to increase the
reflections at the corners and at the same time decreasing the
heating effect due to rise in temperature. The foil paper is act as
a heat sink to reduce temperature on solar panel.
The value of irradiance on the collector is increased by the use of
mirrors at different angles. The mirrors are placed at different
angles mentioned below:Mirror 1 at 125 degrees (±5%).
Mirror 2 at 115 degrees (±5%)
Mirror 3 at 130 degrees (±5%).
Mirror 4 at 115 degrees (±5%).

Figure 4: Performance of Solar Panel at Fixed Angle

Figure 5: Performance of Solar Panel at Less than Fixed Angle
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Figure 6: Performance of Solar Panel at Greater than Fixed Angle
The panel efficiency at different angles of mirrors are discussed
in Table 1 and their graphical representation are shown in Fig.7.
TABLE 1:

Their performances are shows that efficiency will be varying as
mirror angle varied on day by day basis.

PANEL EFFICIENCY ON DIFFERENT ANGLE

Panel Efficiency at Irradiation = 1000 W/m2
Days

Less than Fixed Angle

Fixed Angle

More than Fixed Angle

Monday

8.78%

11.72%

8.70%

Tuesday

10.20%

12.18%

9.43%

Wednesday

8.71%

11.31%

8.46%

Thursday

10.42%

12.25%

9.64%

Friday

10.76%

11.96%

7.75%

Figure 7: Efficiency of Solar Panel at Variablle Angle
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Conclusion
In this paper, the proposed variation in angle of solar cell was
used for track of MPP for bifacial solar cell. The model is a
compare of I-V characteristics of Solar Panel operation at
different angles of the mirror on variable solar irradiation on
weekdays. The panel efficiency are By comparing all the
information, it is clear that if the bifacial solar cell is used with
the proposed model the overall efficiency can be improved and
the proposed model is very much economical as compare to
implement on normal solar cell.
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